
Administrators

Modernize the classroom
Unlock the full potential of learning 
environments with Windows 11 for Education

More video for
better collaboration

Modern technology 
for modern education

Education is transforming—are you keeping pace?
Technology is changing the state of education and setting a new standard for learning across the globe.

Meet the needs of the modern classroom
Education stakeholders are working hard to overcome challenges and deliver high-quality
education experiences.

Working on the front
lines of disrupted
classrooms, educators

are relying more on
technology to keep
learning environments

flexible and accessible.

Educators IT Professionals

Administrators understand
the need for innovation
while balancing

multiple challenges.

IT expertise is needed—
from mitigating
cyberthreats to guiding

educators through
technology adoption.

of teachers believe
technology will help
them be more effective

post-pandemic.3

77%

of principals think
there’s great value in
digital tools, both today

and in the future.4

71%

of the workplace
malware attacks were
encountered by K-12

education5

80%+

Unlock the full potential of education environments
Windows 11 with Microsoft 365* offers an ecosystem of technology solutions to meet the evolving
needs of students, educators, and IT staff.

Inclusive design

Integrated learning and
accessibility features for
Windows 11 with

Microsoft 365* —Immersive
Reader, Speech to Text,
Inking, and more.
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*May be sold separately

**Battery life varies based on settings, usage, device, and other factors
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Want to know more?

Download the latest
Microsoft for Education eBook 
for more insights.

Access to files and apps
with voice and simple
gestures personalizing

learning for all students
and teachers.

Secure and scalable IT

Secure digital
environments with
Windows Defender

SmartScreen, Windows
Hello, and more.

Simplified device
management
and deployment

with optimized
performance using
Intune for Education*.

More value to advance learning

Seamless learning
experiences with familiar
apps in Microsoft 365*

that remain highly
compatible with upgrade.

Devices preparing
students for their future
in college and career.

A learning platform
that accommodates
students of all abilities

and learning styles, at
school or online.

High level of protection
from cyberthreats to help
defend students and

schools from unsafe web
content and downloads.

Long battery life,
fast start-up, and
ultra-reliable uptime

across a wide range of
devices.**

87%
of teachers worldwide expect to use

more technology to teach this year.2

82%
of administrators report using video

communication systems in learning.1

Want to know more?

Download the latest
Microsoft for Education eBook 
for more insights.

https://www.instructure.com/state-of-education/k12
https://educationblog.microsoft.com/en-us/2020/06/what-educators-have-learned-from-remote-learning-prepares-them-for-the-new-school-year
https://d1hzkn4d3dn6lg.cloudfront.net/production/uploads/2021/06/K12-BD-Teacher-Pulse-June-2021.pdf
https://www.edsembli.com/top-technology-trends-that-will-define-education-in-2022/
https://emma-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/paqab/9156ebf100c9d6f8b4c2f57aa9fc02c0/EdTechLeadership_2022_F1.pdf

